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Abstract
Given a convex polygon with k vertices and a polygonal domain consisting of polygonal obstacles
with n vertices in total in the plane, we study the optimization problem of finding a largest similar
copy of the polygon that can be placed in the polygonal domain without intersecting the obstacles.
We present an upper bound O(k2n2λ4(k)) on the number of combinatorial changes occurred to the
underlying structure during the rotation of the polygon, together with an O(k2n2λ4(k) log n)-time
deterministic algorithm for the problem. This improves upon the previously best known results by
Chew and Kedem [SoCG89, CGTA93] and Sharir and Toledo [SoCG91, CGTA94] on the problem
in more than 27 years. Our result also improves the time complexity of the high-clearance motion
planning algorithm by Chew and Kedem.
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1 Introduction
Finding a largest object of a certain shape that can be placed in a polygonal environment
has been considered as a fundamental problem in computational geometry. This kind of
optimization problems arise in various applications, including the metal industry where we
want to find a largest similar pattern containing no faults in a piece of material. There is
also a correspondence to motion planning problems [12, 13, 17] and shape matching [10].
In the polygon placement problem, we are given a container and a fixed shape, and want
to find a largest object of the shape that can be inscribed in the container. There are
various assumptions on the object to be placed, the motions allowed, and the environment
the object is placed within. In many cases, the container is a convex or simple polygon,
possibly with holes. Typical shapes are squares, triangles with/without fixed interior angles,
and rectangles with/without fixed aspect ratios. For the motions, we may allow translation
or both translation and rotation, together with scaling. When scaling is not allowed, the
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problem is to find a copy of a given object under translation or rigid motion that can be
inscribed in a container [7, 5]. When both translation and scaling are allowed, the objective
becomes to find a largest homothetic copy of a given object that can be inscribed in a
container [11, 15]. When rotation is allowed, together with translation and scaling, the
problem is to find a largest similar copy of a given object that can be inscribed in a container
and it becomes more involved; it may require to capture every change occurring to the
underlying structure during the rotation of the polygon, and therefore the complexity of the
algorithms may depend on the total number of the changes.
In this paper, we consider the polygon placement problem under translation, rotation,
and scaling. We aim to find a largest similar copy of a given convex polygon P with k
vertices that can be inscribed in a polygonal domain Q consisting of polygonal obstacles
with n vertices in total. This problem has been considered fairly well for many years. See
Chapter 50 of the Handbook of Discrete and Computational Geometry [12].
The earliest result was perhaps the SoCG’89 paper by Chew and Kedem [8]. They
considered the problem and gave an incremental technique for handling all combinatorial
changes to the Delaunay triangulation of the polygonal domain Q under the distance
function induced by the input polygon P during the rotation of P . They gave an upper
bound O(k4nλ4(kn)) on the number of combinatorial changes, together with a deterministic
O(k4nλ4(kn) log n)-time algorithm, where λs(n) is the length of the longest Davenport–
Schinzel sequence of order s including n distinct symbols. A few years later, the bound was
improved to O(k4nλ3(n)) by the same authors, and thus the running time of the algorithm
became O(k4nλ3(n) log n) [9].
Toledo [21], and Sharir and Toledo [19] studied this problem (they called this problem
the extremal polygon containment problem) and applied the motion-planning algorithm [13]
to solve this problem. They gave an algorithm with running time O(k2nλ4(kn) log3(kn)
log log(kn)) that uses the parametric search technique of Megiddo [16].
For these two running times, O(k4nλ3(n) log n) and O(k2nλ4(kn) log3(kn) log log(kn)),
the latter one is asymptotically smaller for large k (k > n) while the former one is asymptot-
ically smaller for small k.
There is a randomized algorithm by Agarwal et al. [2] that finds a largest similar
copy in O(knλ6(kn) log3(kn) log2 n) expected time using the parametric search technique
of Megiddo [16]. Agarwal et al. [1] also considered a special case of the problem for finding
a largest similar copy of a given convex k-gon contained in a convex n-gon and gave an
O(kn2 log n)-time algorithm. Very recently, there were results on two variants. Given a set
of n points in the plane, Bae and Yoon [6] gave an O(n2 log n)-time algorithm for finding a
largest square that contains no input point in its interior, but contains input points on every
side or on three sides. Lee et al. [14] gave an algorithm for finding a largest triangle with
fixed interior angles in a simple polygon with n vertices in O(n2 log n) time.
However, no improvement to the worst-case time bounds by Chew and Kedem, and Sharir
and Toledo has been known for the polygon placement problem.
New result. We present an upper bound O(k2n2λ4(k)) on the combinatorial changes, which
directly improves the worst-case time bound for the algorithm to O(k2n2λ4(k) log n). This
improves upon the previously best known results by Chew and Kedem [9] and Sharir and
Toledo [19] in more than 27 years.
Compared to the combinatorial bound O(k4nλ3(n)) by Chew and Kedem, our bound
is o(k3n2 log∗ k) while their bound is O(k4n2α(n)), because λ4(k) = o(k log∗ k) [20] and
λ3(n) = Θ(nα(n)). Therefore, our algorithm outperforms theirs for both k and n. Compared
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to the time bound O(k2nλ4(kn) log3(kn) log log(kn)) by Sharir and Toledo [19], our running
time outperforms theirs for both k and n without resorting to parametric search, because
nλ4(k) log n = o(λ4(kn) log3(kn) log log(kn)). Thus our result improves upon the best
deterministic result for the problem introduced in Chapter 50 of the Handbook of Discrete
and Computational Geometry [12].
Compared to the randomized algorithm using parametric search by Agarwal et al. [2],
the worst-case running time of our algorithm, without resorting to parametric search, is
asymptotically smaller than their expected running time when k = O(log4 n) while it is
unclear how to compare the two worst-case running time and the expected running time for
larger k.
There is some correspondence between the combinatorial complexity and motion planning
problems [9, 12]. In the high-clearance motion planning, the goal is to find the path of a
convex polygonal robot P contained in a polygonal domain Q from an initial position to
a final position while remaining “as far as possible” from the boundaries of Q throughout
translations and rotations of P . Chew and Kedem [9] gave an O(k4nλ3(n) log n)-time
algorithm for high-clearance motion planning, where k and n are the numbers of vertices of
P and Q, respectively. Since the running time is dominated by the number of combinatorial
changes, our result improves the running time to O(k2n2λ4(k) log n).
Our result provides some insight for improving the time bounds for some other com-
binatorial problems with moving objects, for instance the Voronoi diagrams and Delaunay
triangulations for moving points under various convex distances [3, 18].
Our improvement may seem marginal compared to previously best ones. However, this
is the first and only result that pushes the (worst-case) complexity barrier for the last 27
years. We conjecture that the tight bound is Θ(k2n2), though we do not have a proof yet.
Our result has factor O(λ4(k)) to the conjecture, and it could be a stepping stone to closing
the gap.
Overview of techniques. We achieve the improved upper bound by carefully analyzing the
combinatorial changes in the edge Delaunay triangulation of Q (to be defined later, shortly
eDT) while rotating P , and by reducing the candidate size to consider for the changes. Our
strategy follows the approach of Chew and Kedem [9], which consists of two parts: Counting
the combinatorial changes in eDT for a constant k, and then counting the combinatorial
changes with respect to k.
1. In the first part, we analyze the combinatorial changes for a fixed k. We consider a family
of functions defined for each vertex and edge of P , and compute their lower envelope.
Since there are O(k) vertices and edges of P , we compute O(k) lower envelopes. We show
that the complexity of each lower envelope is O(n). Then we compute the breakpoints
on the lower envelope of the lower envelopes. To bound the number of combinatorial
changes in eDT, we consider a placement of a scaled copy of P such that a vertex of Q
and a vertex of P are in contact, which we call a hinge. We show that the number of
breakpoints on the lower envelope defined for each hinge is O(n). Since there are O(n)
hinges for a constant k, the number of combinatorial changes in eDT for θ increasing
from 0 to 2π is O(n2).
2. In the second part, we analyze the combinatorial changes to eDT with respect to k. A
combinatorial change to eDT corresponds to a quadruplet of pairs, each pair consisting of
an element of Q and an element of P touching each other in some placement of a scaled
copy of P simultaneously. To count the quadruplets inducing combinatorial changes to
eDT, we consider the triplets of such pairs and define a function for each triplet implying
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the size of the scaled copy of P defined by the triplet, satisfying the followings: For the
lower envelope L of the functions, a combinatorial change corresponds to an intersection
of two such functions appearing in L. That is, every combinatorial change to eDT occurs
at a breakpoint on the lower envelope of the functions. So, the complexity of the lower
envelope bounds the number of combinatorial changes that occur during the rotation of
P . We reduce the complexity bound on the lower envelope by classifying the combination
of pairs for the quadruplets.
While this high-level strategy may appear similar to the previous one [9], there are a few
major differences and difficulties in improving the bound. In the first part, we improve upon
the previous bound O(nλ3(n)) by Chew and Kedem as follows. We partition the family of
functions to subfamilies such that the functions in the same subfamily have the same domain
length, and therefore the complexity of their lower envelope becomes linear to the number of
functions [6, 14]. Thus, the total upper bound is improved to O(n2).
In the second part, instead of the quadruplets considered by Chew and Kedem, we
consider the triplets of pairs only and show that the functions for the triplets, in their lower
envelope, give us an upper bound on the number of the combinatorial changes to eDT. These
functions must reflect the placement of a scaled copy of P in Q as well as the scaling factor.
We define functions satisfying this requirement and show that every combinatorial change to
eDT occurs at a breakpoint on the lower envelope of the functions. There are O(k3n2) such
functions and two functions intersect each other at most four times. Thus, the complexity
of the lower envelope of the functions is O(λ6(k3n2)) as the lower envelope corresponds to
a Davenport-Schinzel sequence of order 6. To reduce the bound, we classify the functions
into types based on the combinations of pairs defining the functions, and show that any two
functions belonging to the same type intersect each other less than four times. By applying
the partition method in the first part and the classification on the functions above, we show
that the complexity of the lower envelope becomes O(k2n2λ4(k)).
Due to the limit of space, the proofs of some lemmas and corollaries are given in the full
version of the paper.
2 Preliminary
A Davenport–Schinzel sequence is a sequence of symbols in which the frequency of any two
symbols appearing in alternation is limited. A sequence of symbols is a Davenport–Schinzel
sequence of order s if it has no alternating subsequences of length s + 2. We use λs(n) to
denote the length of the longest Davenport–Schinzel sequence of order s that includes n
distinct symbols.
We use some properties related to Davenport–Schinzel sequences in analyzing algorithms.
Let F = {f1, . . . , fn} be a collection of n partially-defined, continuous, one-variable real-
valued functions. The points at which two functions intersect each other in their graphs
and the endpoints of function graphs are called the breakpoints. If any two functions of F
intersect each other in their graphs at most s times, the lower envelope of F has at most
λs+2(n) breakpoints [4]. We introduce some technical lemmas that are used in Section 3.
▶ Lemma 1 (Lemma 14 of [14]). Assume any two functions fi and fj of F intersect each
other in their graphs at most once and each function fi has domain Di of length d. If there
is a constant c such that |
⋃
Di| = cd, then the lower envelope of F has O(n) breakpoints.
▶ Lemma 2. Let G = {g1, . . . , gm} be a collection of m partially-defined, piecewise continuous,
one-variable real-valued functions. Let n be the total number of continuous pieces in the
function graphs of G. If any two continuous pieces intersect each other in at most s points,
the lower envelope of G has O( nm λs+2(m)) breakpoints.
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We introduce the edge Voronoi diagram and its dual, the edge Delaunay triangulation
(eDT). The set S of sites consists of the edges (open line segments) and their endpoints in the
polygonal domain Q. For a convex polygon P in R2 containing the origin in its interior, the
P -distance from a point p to a point q is dP (p, q) = inf{µ | q ∈ p + µP}. The edge Voronoi
diagram is a subdivision of the plane into regions such that the points in the same region






Figure 1 (a) The edge Voronoi diagram of sites, two open line segments (thick) and seven points,
under P -distance when P is an axis-aligned square. (b) The edge Delaunay triangulation dual to
the edge Voronoi diagram in (a).
The edge Voronoi diagram consists of Voronoi vertices and Voronoi edges (bisectors). A
point in the plane is a Voronoi vertex if and only if there is an empty circle defined by the
P -distance centered at the point and touching three or more sites. The number of Voronoi
vertices is linear to the complexity of the sites [15]. A Voronoi edge is a polygonal line that
connects two Voronoi vertices. Each point on a Voronoi edge is equidistant from the two
sites defining the edge under P -distance. The edge Voronoi diagram can be constructed in
O(kn log kn) time and O(kn) space [15], where k and n are the numbers of vertices in P and
Q, respectively.
Just as the standard Delaunay triangulation is the dual of the standard Voronoi diagram,
the edge Delaunay triangulation (eDT) is the dual of the edge Voronoi diagram. It has three
types of generalized edges: edges, wedges, and ledges. An edge connects two point sites, a
wedge connects a point site and a segment site, and a ledge connects two segment sites. See
Figure 1(b). The edge Delaunay triangulation is a planar graph consisting of point sites,
segment sites, generalized edges, and empty triangles. Since a ledge is a trapezoid or a
degenerate trapezoid, eDT may not be a triangulation.
The edge Delaunay triangulation can be constructed by first building the edge Voronoi
diagram and then tracing the diagram to determine the sites that define each portion of
the Voronoi edges and vertices. The type of a generalized edge is determined by the sites
defining the corresponding Voronoi edge.
2.1 The Algorithm of Chew and Kedem
We present a sketch of the algorithm by Chew and Kedem. Imagine we rotate P by angle θ
in counterclockwise direction, and let Pθ be the rotated copy of P . A homothetic copy Pθ
of Pθ is said to be feasible if Pθ is inscribed in Q. For the set S of the sites consisting of
the edges and their endpoints in Q, let eDTθ denote the edge Delaunay triangulation of the
sites in S under Pθ-distance. For a face T of eDTθ, we say Pθ is associated to T if it touches
every site defining T . For Pθ associated to T , the set of the elements (vertices or edges) of
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Pθ touching the sites defining T becomes the label of T . See Figure 2(a). For a site s of S,
the label of s is the set of elements of Pθ touching s, for Pθ associated to the faces incident







Figure 2 Labels of faces of eDTθ and edge sites of S for an axis-aligned square Pθ. (a) The label
of face T is the set of the edges (red segments) of Pθ, each containing a site defining T . (b) The
label of edge site s is the set of the corners (red points) of Pθ’s lying on s.
Their algorithm classifies two possible types of changes, an edge change and a label
change in eDTθ while θ increases. In an edge change, a new generalized edge appears or an
existing edge disappears. This change occurs when Pθ touches four elements of Q, resulting
in a flip of the diagonals in the quadrilateral formed by the four edges of eDTθ. In a label
change, the label of a face in eDTθ changes. This occurs when two or more elements of Pθ
touch the same site, but the structure of eDTθ may remain unchanged. Any edge or label
change is called a combinatorial change to eDTθ.
Their algorithm maintains a representation for eDTθ while θ increases. It starts by
constructing eDTθ at θ = 0. An edge change is detected by checking the edges of eDTθ and
a label change is detected by checking the faces of eDTθ. For each generalized edge in eDTθ,
it determines at which orientation this edge ceases to be valid due to an interaction with its
neighbors. For each face in eDTθ, the algorithm determines at which orientation the label of
this face changes. The algorithm maintains the edges and faces of eDTθ in a priority queue,
ordered by the orientations at which they change. At each succeeding stage of the algorithm,
it determines which generalized edge is the next one to disappear or which face is the next
one to have its label changed as θ increases.
For an edge change, a new edge appears in eDTθ. Then the algorithm updates eDTθ
and the priority queue information on the new edge and its neighboring edges and faces (an
edge change) and for the face and the edges incident to it (a label change). A priority queue
can be implemented such that each operation can be done in O(log m) time, where m is the
maximum number of items in the queue. Since there are O(n) edges and faces in the queue
at any time, each priority queue operation takes time O(log n).
For each event of a face T disappearing at θe, the algorithm finds the maximal interval
I = [θs, θe] of θ such that T appears in eDTθ. To find I in O(1) time, it stores at T the
orientation at which it starts to appear in eDTθ. Then it computes the orientation θ∗ ∈ I
that maximizes the area of each Pθ that touches every site defining T simultaneously. Since
I is maximal, Pθ is feasible for every θ ∈ I but not for any θ /∈ I sufficiently close to I. Thus,
the algorithm considers all orientations θ such that Pθ is feasible and computes the placement
and orientation of the largest similar copy of P . The area function of Pθ can be computed
in O(1) time and there are O(1) Pθ that touch every site defining T simultaneously. Chew
and Kedem gave an upper bound O(k4nλ3(n)) on the number of combinatorial changes, and
their algorithm takes O(k4nλ3(n) log n) time [9].
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3 The number of changes in eDTθ
We show that the number of combinatorial changes in eDTθ during the rotation is
O(k2n2λ4(k)). This directly improves the time bound of the algorithm by Chew and
Kedem to O(k2n2λ4(k) log n). We analyze the number of combinatorial changes in eDTθ
for a constant k in Section 3.1, and then analyze the number of combinatorial changes with
respect to k in Section 3.2 using the result in Section 3.1.
An ordered pair (A, B) is a side contact pair if A is a side of Q and B is a corner of P ,
and a corner contact pair if A is a corner of Q and B is a side of P . A homothetic copy P
of P satisfies a contact pair (A, B) if B in P touches A. See Figure 3 (a). Recall that a
homothetic copy P is said to be feasible if P is inscribed in Q. Note that a homothetic copy
P is not necessarily feasible even if P satisfies a contact pair.












Figure 3 (a) P satisfies a side contact pair C1 and a corner contact pair C2. (b) The segment
A1A2 is a reported edge with QH = A2. (c) The segment A1A3 is an unreported edge because no
hinge is involved in the segment for a feasible Pθ.
For a constant k, we improve upon the previously best upper bound O(nλ3(n)) by Chew
and Kedem [9] to O(n2). A key idea is to consider the lower envelope of some functions
related to the expansion factor, one for each edge and vertex of P , and then to analyze the
lower envelope of those lower envelopes. By careful analysis on the complexities of the lower
envelopes, we show that the number of combinatorial changes to eDTθ for θ increasing from
0 to 2π is O(n2).
To bound the number of changes tight, we classify the generalized edges into two types
and count them separately. Chew and Kedem also used this approach. An ordered pair
(QH , PH) is a hinge if QH is a corner of Q and PH is a corner of P . For a hinge H = (QH , PH)
and a contact pair C = (A, B), the generalized edge connecting QH and A is a reported edge
if there is a feasible Pθ for some θ satisfying both H and C. An edge of eDTθ is an unreported
edge if it is not a reported edge. See Figure 3(b,c). We use the numbers of changes to the
reported edges and to the labels in counting the changes to the unreported edges.
Changes to the reported edges and the label changes to point sites. We count the
changes to the reported edges and the changes to the labels of point sites in eDTθ for θ
increasing from 0 to 2π. We define the expansion function EHC(θ) for a hinge H and
a contact C to be the minimal expansion factor of Pθ satisfying H and C. For a hinge
H = (QH , PH), let FH be the set of all expansion functions satisfying H and another contact
pair. An expansion function EHC(θ) of FH for a contact C = (A, B) appears in the lower
envelope of FH at θ if the generalized edge connecting QH and A is a reported edge in eDTθ.
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For a set X of functions, let B(X) denote the number of breakpoints on the lower envelope
of the functions in X. Then the number of changes to the reported edges in eDTθ which
involve H is bounded by B(FH).
Every label change to a point site involves a hinge. See Figure 4(a). An intersection of
EHC1 and EHC2 of FH for contact pairs C1 and C2 appears in the lower envelope of FH if a
label change to a point site is induced by C1, C2 and H. Then the number of label changes
to the point sites in eDTθ which involve H is bounded by B(FH).
▶ Proposition 3 (Proposition 3 of [9]). Two expansion functions EHC1 and EHC2 intersect
each other in at most one point in their graphs if both C1 and C2 are corner contact pairs,
or both are side contact pairs. If one is a corner contact pair and the other is a side contact
pair, EHC1 and EHC2 intersect each other in at most two points in their graphs.
Let vi and ei denote the vertices and edges of P for i = 1, . . . , k. For each i = 1, . . . , k,
let C1i = {(e, vi) | e is an edge of Q} be the set of side contact pairs and let C2i = {(v, ei) |
v is a vertex of Q} be the set of corner contact pairs. Let Fji = {EHC | C ∈ Cji} for j = 1, 2.
▶ Lemma 4. B(Fji) = O(n) for each j = 1, 2 and i = 1, . . . , k.
Proof. B(F1i) = O(n) for each i since EHC1 and EHC2 intersect each other only at the
boundaries of their intervals for C1, C2 ∈ C1i.
Consider now B(F2i). Two expansion functions EHC1 and EHC2 intersect each other in
at most one point for C1, C2 ∈ C2i. Also, EHC has the same length of domain for all C ∈ C2i.
Thus, B(F2i) = O(n) by Lemma 1. ◀
From Lemma 2, Proposition 3, and Lemma 4, we achieve an upper bound on B(FH).
▶ Lemma 5. B(FH) = O(λ3(k)n).
Proof. Let Fj = {fj1, . . . , fjk} for j = 1, 2, where fji is the lower envelope of Fji for each
i = 1, . . . , k and j = 1, 2. Let Lj denote the lower envelope of Fj . Then, the lower envelope
of FH is the lower envelope of L1 and L2. The number of breakpoints on Lj is O(λ3(k)n)
for j = 1, 2 by Lemma 2, Proposition 3, and Lemma 4. Then B(FH) = O(λ3(k)n), because
two continuous pieces, one from L1 and one from L2, intersect each other in at most two
points by Proposition 3. ◀
By Lemma 5, the number of changes to the reported edges and the number of label





Figure 4 (a) Label change to a point site (hinge). (b) Label change to an edge site.
Label changes to edge sites. We count the changes to the labels of edge sites in eDTθ for θ
increasing from 0 to 2π. Imagine we fix an edge e of Q and an edge g of P . See Figure 4(b).
Then, the number of label changes to edge site e with g is O(n) because there are O(n)
different Pθ’s, each associated to a face of eDTθ while e and g are aligned and touching each
other. Thus, the total number of label changes to all edge sites is O(kn2).
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Changes to unreported edges. We count the changes to the unreported edges using the
number of changes to the reported edges and to the labels, and Lemma 6.
▶ Lemma 6 (Lemma 2 of [9]). Every edge of eDTθ is either a reported edge or a diagonal in
a convex l-gon, l ≤ 3k, whose sides are either reported edges or portions of edge sites.
Let Gθ be the graph whose edges are the reported edges in eDTθ and portions of edge
sites in Lemma 6. We count the changes to the unreported edges which are diagonals in a
face of Gθ for an interval of θ with no label change to eDTθ. Observe that no combinatorial
change occurs to Gθ for the interval. Any change to an unreported edge involves four sites
lying on a face boundary of Gθ. There are at most four changes for a group of four sites. We
describe the details on this bound in Section 4 in the full version. Since each face has at most




such groups. Thus, O(k4) changes occur to the
unreported edges for the boundary of a face g of Gθ for an interval of θ with no label change
to the faces of eDTθ intersecting g. Since the number of changes to the reported edges and
to the labels is O(kλ3(k)n2), there are O(k5n2λ3(k)) combinatorial changes to eDTθ.
▶ Theorem 7. For a polygonal domain Q of size n and a convex k-gon P , the number of
combinatorial changes to eDTθ for θ increasing from 0 to 2π is O(n2) for a constant k.
3.2 The number of changes with respect to k
We now consider k as a variable and bound the number of changes to eDTθ. Since each
triangular face in eDTθ is defined by three elements (edges or vertices) of P , we choose three
elements of P and use their convex hull in the counting. Then by Theorem 7, the total
number of faces in eDTθ for all these convex hulls is O(k3n2) for θ increasing from 0 to 2π.
Let T be the set of all faces of eDTθ for the convex hull of three elements B1, B2, B3
of P such that the contact pairs inducing the face have B1, B2, and B3 as their elements.
Consider two faces T and T ′ of eDTθ for two distinct orientations θ1 and θ2 with θ1 < θ2
that are defined by the same sites. We consider T and T ′ as distinct faces if there is any
change to T or T ′ in eDTθ for θ increasing from θ1 to θ2. For a face T ∈ T , let C(T ) be the













Figure 5 PR,θ and hR(θ) for a restricted contact pair R = (C, I) and θ. Let hR(θ) be the distance
from the clockwise endpoint (with respect to the dashed ray) of the side element of C2 to point
element of C2. (a) hR(θ) when C2 is a corner contact. (b) hR(θ) when C2 is a side contact.
For any two fixed contact pairs (C1, C2) with Ci = (Ai, Bi) for i = 1, 2 such that A1 ̸= A2
and B1 ̸= B2, we count the combinatorial changes involving (C1, C2) and other two contact
pairs C, C ′ given in counterclockwise order C1, C2, C, and C ′ along the boundary of P . The
combinatorial changes for the cases that A1 = A2 or B1 = B2 will be counted for other
choices of fixed contact pairs.
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We use (C, I) to denote a contact pair C restricted to an interval I of θ. For (C1, C2), let
R be the set of restricted contact pairs (C, I) such that C(T ) = {C1, C2, C} and I = I(T )
for a face T ∈ T , and C1, C2, C appear in counterclockwise order along the boundary of P .
For a fixed restricted contact pair R = (C, I) ∈ R and θ ∈ I, let PR,θ denote the homothet
of Pθ which satisfies C1, C2, and C. Let hR(θ) be the function that denotes the distance
from the clockwise endpoint of the side element of C2 (with respect to the ray from the point
element of C1 to the point element of C2) to the point element of C2 with respect to PR,θ.






Figure 6 Partitioning R into classes using the graphs of functions in F = {hR | R ∈ R}. For two
pairs R, R′ in class R′, hR and hR′ are connected in the union of the function graphs of F .
Let F = {hR | R ∈ R}. We partition R into classes such that two restricted contact
pairs R, R′ belong to the same class if and only if hR and hR′ are connected in the union of
the function graphs of F . Figure 6 illustrates the classes of R.
If a combinatorial change occurs by C1, C2, C, and C ′ at θ, we have hR(θ) = hR′(θ) for
two distinct restricted contact pairs R = (C, I) and R′ = (C ′, I ′). Let R′ be a class of R
and let F ′ = {hR | R ∈ R′}. We verify that if PR,θ is feasible, then hR(θ) appears in the
lower envelope or upper envelope of F ′.
▶ Lemma 8. Let R, R′, R′′ ∈ R be the restricted contact pairs in the same class. If
hR′(θ) < hR(θ) < hR′′(θ), then PR,θ is not feasible.
For a vertex vi of P , let R′1i be the set consisting of restricted contact pairs (C, I) ∈ R′
such that C = (e, vi) is a side contact pair for some edge e ∈ Q. For an edge ei of P , let R′2i
be the set consisting of restricted contact pairs (C, I) ∈ R′ such that C = (v, ei) is a corner
contact pair for some vertex v ∈ Q. Let |R′| = m, and let |R′1i| = m1i and |R′2i| = m2i for
i = 1, . . . , k. Let F ′ji = {hR | R ∈ R′ji} for j = 1, 2. Recall that for a set X of functions,
B(X) denotes the number of breakpoints on the lower envelope of the functions in X. We
have B(F ′1i) = O(m1i) since hR and hR′ intersect each other only at the boundaries of their
intervals for R, R′ ∈ R′1i. Let di be the number of intersections of the function graphs of
F ′2i, and let d =
∑k
i=1 di. Then B(F ′2i) = O(m2i + di).
▶ Lemma 9. B(F ′1i) = O(m1i) and B(F ′2i) = O(m2i + di) for each i = 1, . . . , k.
Observe that each intersection of the function graphs of F ′2i corresponds to a combinatorial
change to eDT for the convex hull of B1, B2, and ei. See Figure 7(a). By Lemma 8, every
combinatorial change appears in the lower envelope or upper envelope of F ′. Here, we
describe the case for the lower envelope of F ′. We count the breakpoints of certain types on
the lower envelope of F ′. We use (a, b)-change to denote a combinatorial change induced by
a side contact pairs and b corner contact pairs.
Two side contact pairs. We count only (4, 0)-changes in this case. We count (3, 1) and
(2, 2)-changes appearing in the lower envelope in other choices of two pairs, one side contact
pair and one corner contact pair. See Figure 7(b). For F ′1 = {fi | i = 1, . . . , k} such that fi










Figure 7 (a) For R = (C, I) and R′ = (C′, I ′) in R′2i, and orientation θ with hR(θ) = hR′ (θ),
there exists a rotated and scaled copy of the convex hull of B1, B2, ei that is feasible and satisfies
C1, C2, C, and C′. The intersection hR(θ) = hR′ (θ) corresponds to a combinatorial change to eDTθ
for the convex hull of B1, B2, and ei. (b) The (2, 2)-change induced by C1, C2, C and C′ is counted
when C2 and C are chosen as the fixed pair.
is the lower envelope of F ′1i, B(F ′1) =
∑k
i=1 O(m1iλ4(k)/k) = O(mλ4(k)/k) by Lemmas 2
and 9. We show that any two continuous pieces in F ′1 intersect each other in at most two
points in Section 4 of the full version. Since each (4, 0)-change corresponds to a breakpoint
on the lower envelope of F ′1, the number of (4, 0)-changes is O(mλ4(k)/k).
Two corner contact pairs. We count only (0, 4)-combinatorial changes in this case. Other
changes are counted for other choices of the fixed pairs. For F ′2 = {fi | i = 1, . . . , k} such that
fi is the lower envelope of F ′2i, B(F ′2) =
∑k
i=1 O((m2i + di)λ4(k)/k) = O((m + d)λ4(k)/k)
by Lemmas 2 and 9. We show that any two continuous pieces in F ′2 intersect each other in
at most two points in Section 4 of the full version. Since each (0, 4)-change corresponds to a
breakpoint of the lower envelope of F ′2, the number of (0, 4)-changes is O((m + d)λ4(k)/k).
One side contact pair and one corner contact pair. We count all combinatorial changes
other than (4, 0)-changes and (0, 4)-changes. First, we count the breakpoints on the lower
envelope of F ′1 = {hR | R ∈
⋃k
i=1 R′1i} and on the lower envelope of F ′2 = {hR | R ∈⋃k
i=1 R′2i}, and then count the breakpoints on the lower envelope of F ′1 ∪ F ′2. We show
that any two continuous pieces, both from either F ′1 or F ′2, intersect each other in at most
two points in Section 4 of the full version. We can compute B(F ′1) = O(mλ4(k)/k) and
B(F ′2) = O((m+d)λ4(k)/k) in the same way as for counting (4, 0)-changes and (0, 4)-changes,
respectively. B(F ′) = O((m+d)λ4(k)/k) since both B(F ′1) and B(F ′2) are O((m+d)λ4(k)/k),
and any two continuous pieces, one from F ′1 and one from F ′2, intersect each other in at most
four points. Details are in Section 4 in the full version. Thus, the number the combinatorial
changes for the fixed contact pair is O((m + d)λ4(k)/k).
Consider the sum σ of the complexities |F ′| of F ′ = {hR | R ∈ R′} over all classes R′
for a fixed pair. The total sum of σ’s for all enumerations of fixed pairs is O(k3n2) since
|T | = O(k3n2). Similarly, consider the sum ξ of the numbers of intersections (d in the
complexities in the previous paragraphs) over all classes for a fixed pair. The total sum
of ξ’s for all enumerations of fixed pairs is O(k3n2) since ξ is bounded by the number of
combinatorial changes to eDTθ for the convex hulls of three elements of P .
▶ Theorem 10. For a polygonal domain Q with n vertices and a convex k-gon P , the number
of combinatorial changes to the edge Delaunay triangulation of Q under Pθ-distance for θ
increasing from 0 to 2π is O(k2n2λ4(k)).
Theorem 10 directly improves upon the algorithm by Chew and Kedem.
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▶ Corollary 11. Given a polygonal domain Q with n vertices and a convex k-gon P , we can
find a largest similar copy of P inscribed in Q in O(k2n2λ4(k) log n) time using O(kn) space.
High-clearance motion planning. For a convex polygonal robot P with k vertices and
a polygonal domain Q with n vertices in the plane, we want to find a path of P from an
initial position to a final position such that the clearance of the path exceeds a given value
∆. The clearance of a path of P is the minimum of P -distance from the boundaries of Q
throughout translations and rotations of P moving along the path. Chew and Kedem [9] gave
an O(k4nλ3(n) log n)-time algorithm for the high-clearance motion planning. The running
time is dominated by the number of combinatorial changes, and our result directly improves
the running time.
▶ Corollary 12. Given a convex polygonal robot P with k vertices, a polygonal domain Q
with n vertices, initial and final positions of P in the plane, and a clearance ∆, we can find
a path of clearance exceeding ∆ for P in Q in O(k2n2λ4(k) log n) time using O(k2n2λ4(k))
space.
4 The number of critical orientations for four contact pairs
An orientation θ is a critical orientation if a combinatorial change to eDTθ occurs at θ. We
consider the critical orientations θ at which Pθ has contact with four contact pairs. Recall
that an (a, b)-change is a combinatorial change induced by a side contact pairs and b corner
contact pairs. We count the number of critical orientations for each (a, b)-change type. The
number of critical orientations of (0, 4)-change is 2, which is shown in Appendix B of [9]. So
we count the critical orientations for the other types of combinatorial changes. The following
table summarizes the results. Details can be found in the full version.
Types of (a, b)-change (4, 0) (3, 1) (2, 2) (1, 3) (0, 4)
Number of critical orientations 1 2 4 2 2
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